-Abelian monopoles on the lattice
In compact U (1) lattice gauge theory, magnetic monopoles are identified via the De Grand -Toussaint procedure. Let u µ (n) ≡ e iθ µ (n) be the U In the gauge where φ(x) is constant and diagonal (unitary gauge), with φ(x) ∝ φ k 0
F µν becomes a standard e.m. tensor (Del Debbio, Di Giacomo, Lucini, Paffuti, 2002)
is the diagonal part of the gauge field, then
1, −1, 0, . . . , 0) (k − th simple root)
µν is the e.m. tensor for the U (1) subgroup generated, in the unitary gauge, by α k .
In SU (N ), one can identify N − 1 independent Abelian subgroups (U (1)
• Choose an hermitean, traceless adjoint Higgs field X(x):
• Fix the gauge where
. That fixes the gauge apart from a residual U (1) (N −1) gauge symmetry.
• Associate a 't Hooft tensor F • In general, one can write
) define the location of a magnetic monopole in the k-th U (1) subgroup:
• The residual U (1) is enlarged to a full SU (2) subgroup (α k being the correspond-
• around x 0 , one can either choose an hedgehog solution for X(x) ('t Hooft, Polyakov, '74) or, in the unitary gauge, a solution where X(x) is diagonal and the field a • In a lattice setup, looking for points where two eigenvalues coincide is ill defined.
One then works in the diagonal gauge and looks for monopole fields via the De Grand -Toussaint procedure.
-Maximal Abelian Gauge (MAG) Projection in SU (2) and extension to SU (N )
For SU (2), MAG is the gauge where the following functional has a maximum
On stationary points of F MAG , the diagonal Hermitean, traceless Higgs field is
The explicit form of the Higgs field X MAG is known only after MAG has been fixed and is, in fact, Gribov copy dependent.
Part of the popuparity of the MAG projection is due to the fact that abelian projected fields retain most of the original dynamics (Abelian Dominance).
The properties of magnetic monopoles defined after MAG projection also show a nice scaling to the continuum limit.
Extension to SU (3)
A standard extension adopted for SU (3) 
This is the natural extension of Maximal Abelian Gauge for issues regarding Abelian dominance, but has some problems for Abelian projection:
• No diagonal Higgs field is naturally associated to it
• On extremal points, the residual symmetry is not just U (1) Generalized MAG for SU (N ) gauge theories
whereλ is a generic element of the Cartan subalgebra. Some properties (see arXiv:1308.0302):
• A diagonal Higgs field exists, providedλ has no pair of coinciding eigenvalues
• If we require X j (n) ≥ X j+1 (n) around the perturbative vacuum, then the condition reads
(N −1) (no symmetry under permutations)
• No coinciding eigenvalues of X(n) around the perturbative vacuum:
appearance of monopoles requires non-perturbative fluctuations
We adopt b k = 1 ∀ k, which treats all monopole species symmetrically:
Summary for SU (3)
• Gauge is fixed by maximization of the functional
a standard local over-relaxed algorithm is adopted, working over SU (2) subgroups.
• On the gauge fixed configuration, the diagonal of gauge links is extracted,
• The two Abelian phases are then extracted according to • The density of trajectories winding k-times, ρ k , is negligible, for k > 1, at high T .
Density of thermal monopoles
It becomes significant only as one approaches T c from above.
• For a system of free bosons, if µ = −Tμ is the chemical potential, • the large distance behavior of g(r) gives information about the interaction potential, g AB (r) ≃ exp(−V AB (r)/T ) .
As for SU (2), a Coulomb screened potential describes well numerical data • at short distances, interaction sign reversed: monopole 1 attracts monopole 2.
OK, interaction between monopole k and monopole k ′ is ∝Tr (α
• at intermediate distances, g(r) − 1 changes sign! Oscillating behavior of g(r)
indicates non-trivial structures.
• monopole1-monopole2 molecules? Are we seeing the monopole constituents of SU (N ) calorons?
-Conclusions and Perspectives
• We have discussed an extension of MAG projection to SU (N ), with the aim of detecting (N − 1) independent monopoles
• Results on thermal monopoles known from SU (2) are confirmed for SU (3).
• • Finally, it would be interesting to extend the analysis for SU (N ) to Abelian projections based on different gauges, e.g., the Laplacian gauge (P. de Forcrand, M. Pepe,
2001)

